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Website Audit

Here are the scores for your site:
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Impact Rating:
Our audit factors range from high impact to low impact based on how much they can influence the way your
website converts visitors into leads and customers and your rankings on search engines.

PREPARED BY VICTORFONT.COM/

Website Audit Foreword

Hi Victor,
This website report measures everything that matters to the online success of your business. In other words, it
will help you make more strategic website and digital marketing decisions.
You can use this report to quickly and efficiently evaluate your website’s strengths and weaknesses—and
compare it to your competition—in more than 40 different ways.
The prioritized recommendations you’ll find here are easy to read and understand, so your business can better
decide where to allocate its time and resources to gain a competitive edge.
Increased local and global competition is making it harder to be an industry leader—arm yourself with knowledge!
This report offers valuable insights for improving the way your website performs, its overall security, the
experience your users have on your site, your ability to convert visitors into leads or customers, and more.
Stop guessing about what’s wrong with your website—and read this comprehensive, jargon-free report instead.
Report St ruct ure
This report has been divided into different categories—from user experience and performance to search engine
optimization. We have compiled the most important and actionable items you need to help your business
succeed online.
We’ve deliberately kept each item at a relatively high level—so you don’t need to be “an expert” to understand.
Please reach out to us if you have any questions or need additional details.
How t o use t his report
No matter what your online or offline marketing looks like, your website must have the right elements in place for
your business to be successful on the web.
This report will help you see how your website stacks up against the competition. Work your way through the
report to identify problems and areas of opportunity. Do your best to implement improvements.
If you have any questions or need professional assistance to help you accomplish any of the recommendations
in this document, contact us at victor@victorfont.com or 844-842-3668
Warm Regards,
Victor
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User Experience

Your Score:

100

User experience and design is a strategic process of enhancing a website by improving the visual
elements, usability, accessibility, and interactions to ensure the site is user friendly and intuitive to use.

Professional Website Design

High Impact

Your website is often your customer’s first impression of your business. Your site should look professional, be
simple and intuitive to use, and clearly explain what you do.

Learn More

Today’s online visitor is savvy and will judge your whole business by what he or she
sees in the first 3 seconds. Make your first impression count!

Professional Digital Branding

Medium Impact

Your website’s brand comprises your logo, color scheme, images, fonts, and other visual elements on your
website. The site’s branding should complement your offline branding.

Creating a brand identity allows prospects and customers to associate themselves
Learn More

with your company both online and offline. By creating a well-designed identity you
can create customer loyalty and a trusted association for a specific product or
service.

Relevant Headlines & Page Copy

High Impact

Your headline should be attention-getting, and your page copy should be clear and concise. It should effectively
explain what you do, who you do it for, and why they should buy.

Most buyers are nearly done with their decision before they ever contact you. By
Learn More

making sure you have excellent page copy and headlines, you can help bias that
decision in your favor.
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Mobile Friendly

High Impact

On average, visitors now spend more than half of their time online on a mobile device. That means a mobilefriendly website is now a critical part of your online presence.

Learn More

You can have Google test your website by using their Mobile-Friendly Test Tool

Your Websit e Result s

98/100

Nearly half of all visitors will leave a mobile site if the page
doesn't load within 3 seconds.

MOBILE FRIENDLY


Mobile viewport not set



Text t oo small t o read



Uses incompat ible plugins



Cont ent wider t han screen



Links t oo close t oget her

User Friendly Navigation

Medium Impact

A simplified navigation system will intuitively help your website visitors know where they are on their site, where
they can go, and how to get back again.

Learn More

We recommend implementing a mobile friendly menu and arranging both your main
and mobile menu so that there are no more two sub-levels beneath the main level.
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Relevant use of Images & Video

Medium Impact

High-quality, relevant images and video can increase user engagement on your website, improve your position in
search engines like Google, and help build your brand.

Learn More

Images and video have another advantage—they’re easier to consume than text.
This is one of the reasons why a majority of users prefer them.
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Conversion Optimization

Your Score:

90

Conversion rate optimization (CRO) is the systematic process of increasing the percentage of website
visitors who take a desired action — be that filling out a form, becoming customers, or otherwise.

Unique Selling Proposition (USP)

Medium Impact

Your USP clearly describes how your product or service solves your customer's needs or desires better than the
competition.

Learn More

Here’s an example USP formula to get you started: We are a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ who help
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ with _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . Unlike our competitors, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

Relevant Trust Factors

High Impact

"Trust factors"—such as awards, affiliations, certifications, case studies, and guarantees—help position your
business as knowledgeable experts who can be relied on.

Learn More

Trust factors are sometimes called “proof points” because they prove to your visitor
that you know what you’re talking about and can be trusted with their money.

Testimonials / Reviews

Medium Impact

Reviews and testimonials help convince people to buy, because they are honest recommendations from people
your visitors trust the most—other customers.

According to a Bright Local study, 84% of people trust online reviews as much as a
Learn More

personal recommendations. 74% of consumers surveyed also said that positive
reviews make them trust a local business more.
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Primary Call To Action (CTA)

High Impact

A call-to-action asks visitors to take a specific action on your site—buy, contact you, learn more, and so on. Every
site needs at least one effective CTA in a noticeable place.

Common calls to action include:
Buy
Add to Cart
Learn More

Subscribe
Sign Up
Start Chat
Click to Call
“Read / Learn More”

Secondary Call To Actions

Medium Impact

Secondary CTAs help you engage visitors who are not interested in your primary CTA, or who may need additional
information before taking the desired action.

Noticeable Phone No.

High Impact

Your website should display your phone number in a prominent place—for example, in the top right corner or in the
mobile header—to make it easy for web visitors to contact you.

Many people don’t have the patience to click through to a contact us page anymore
Learn More

(especially if they’re on a mobile device and your menu links are too small to click).
You could be losing a lot of potential customers right now by making it hard to
contact you.
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Lead Capture Forms

High Impact

An intuitive form will help you capture high-quality lead information or, at the very least, an email address from
visitors who aren’t interested in calling you.

It's important to have your forms in an easy to find place—usually before a visitor has
Learn More

to scroll. Keep the number of fields to a minimum, and use field validations to make
sure your visitors’ information is submitted properly.

Online Chat Functionality

Medium Impact

A chat script can help to capture customers by answering their questions quickly; it can also drive more leads by
reaching out to prospective customers before they leave.

Recommended
Act ion

Work with your web designer to implement a chat script like Olark.com.

Increased Sales: The availability of live chat assistance has been found to
decrease sales cart abandonment by up to 30%.
Learn More

Customer Support:
Support 79% of respondents in one survey said they preferred live
chat because they received quick answers.
Affordable:
Affordable Live chat is cost effective and can be set up in under an hour or two.

Social Media Share Buttons

Low Impact

Make your content easily shareable across different social media platforms with just one click. You’ll improve your
branding and increase your traffic and exposure.

Learn More

Two common services to use for social sharing are http://www.addthis.com/ and
https://www.sharethis.com/ Several plugins and code snippets are also available.
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SEO / Online Visibility

Your Score:

72

SEO gives you an edge over your competition by bringing more prospects and customers straight to your
website from searches they make on search engines like Google.

FB Pixel

Low Impact

It’s code FB provides that goes on your site so you can show ads on FB to people who have visited your site..It
also tracks actions that can be used for optimizing your FB ads.

Recommended
Act ion

Ask your web designer to add your FB pixel onto your website. If you use WordPress
you can use a plugin like PixelYourSite or PixelCat.

The FaceBook pixel is critical for any company using or planning to use Facebook
Learn More

for Advertising. You can learn more by visiting the Facebook Business resource
page.

Local Map Pack Listing

Medium Impact

If you are a local business, you want your businesses to show in the Local 3-Pack at the top of the results page
above the organic listings. This leads to increased visibility, traffic and revenue.

Learn More

The Local 3-Pack appears in the #1 spot 93% of the time when a local search is
performed – and 46% of all searches on Google are of this nature. Learn more >>

AMP Enabled

Medium Impact

Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) is a initiative created to help increase usability and engagement by delivering
fast, high performing content from the web onto mobile devices.

Recommended
Act ion

Learn More

Hire a web professional who can implement AMP on your site. There are free AMP
plugins that make things any easier if you have a WordPress site.

You can learn how to get started with using AMP Pages on your site by visiting
https://www.ampproject.org.
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WWW Resolve

High Impact

Search engines consider example.com and www.example.com to be different. Unless you use a WWW Resolve,
you could be penalized for duplicate content.

Learn More

You can have Google test your page speed by using their Page Speed Insights Tool.
Other popular page performance testing tools are GTmetrix and Pingdom.

Sitemap.xml File

Medium Impact

A sitemap is a file that lists the pages in your site to help search engines find them easily. The sitemap is generated
automatically so you don’t have to manually update it.

Most content management systems like WordPress, Joomla and Drupal have plugins
Learn More

or addons to dynamically create sitemaps. You can also use a free service like XMLSitemaps to create a sitemap.xml file and submit it to search engines.

Google Analytics / Tag Manager

High Impact

Analytics help you better understand your visitors and customers to improve engagement, usability and drive sales.
Google Analytics & Tag Manager are popular free service.

Learn More

Visit the Google Analytics site or Google Tag Manager page to learn more about
how it can help your business.

Google My Business (GMB)

High Impact

Google My Business gets you in front of customers who are looking to buy. You’ll stand out, whether people are
looking for you on Google Search or Maps.

When people search for you, does your phone number show up? Is the right address
Learn More

and website listed? Make sure your Name, Address and Phone (NAP) are consistent
across the web.
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Blog / Resource Center

Medium Impact

An effective blog can improve your search engine position, drive more traffic to your website, position you as an
industry leader and help generate more leads and customers.

Schema Markup

Medium Impact

Schema markup code helps search engines return more informative results about your business to users. Used
effectively, it can boost your website rankings.

Learn More

You can learn how to get started with used schema by visiting Schema.org. You can
also test your website schema using Google's Structured Data Testing Tool.

Your Websit e Schema Markup

WebPage

1 ITEM

@t ype

WebPage

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/ariba-badge.svg

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/facebook-icon.svg

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/twitter-icon.svg

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/linkedin-icon.svg

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/google-icon.svg

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/skype-icon.svg

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/pinterest-icon.svg

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/accessibility-icon.svg

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/copywriting-ebooks.svg

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/digital-strategy-accelerator.svg

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Flag_of_Europe.svg

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/automation-icon.svg

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/social-icon.svg

image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/olalah.svg
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image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/houseplanworks-logo.svg

Organizat ion

2 ITEMS




Organizat ion
url

https://victorfont.com/

sameAs

https://www.facebook.com/wordclasswebsites

sameAs

https://instagram.com/vfontjr/

sameAs

https://www.linkedin.com/in/victorfont

sameAs

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIwodC2o-YzGoh5Ghf3l7QA

sameAs

https://www.pinterest.com/vfontjr/

sameAs

https://twitter.com/vfont

name

Victor Font Consulting Group, LLC

logo

/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/vfcg-logo-blue.png



Organizat ion
url

https://victorfont.com/

logo

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/vfcg-logo-blue.png

WPHeader
@t ype

WPHeader

headline

Victor Font Consulting Group, LLC

descript ion

Digital Business Strategists

WebSit e
@t ype

WebSite

url

https://victorfont.com/

name

Victor Font Consulting Group, LLC

1 ITEM



1 ITEM



pot ent ialAct ion
@t ype

SearchAction

t arget
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@t ype

EntryPoint

urlTemplat e

https://victorfont.com/?s={search_term_string}

query-input
@t ype

PropertyValueSpecification

valueRequired

http://schema.org/True

valueName

search_term_string

Sit eNavigat ionElement

1 ITEM

@t ype

SiteNavigationElement

url

https://victorfont.com/

name

Home

url

https://victorfont.com/portfolio/

name

Portfolio

url

https://victorfont.com/care-plans/

name

Care Plans

url

https://victorfont.com/shop/

name

Shop

url

https://victorfont.com/faqs/

name

FAQs

url

https://victorfont.com/support-ticket/

name

Support

url

https://victorfont.com/contact/

name

Contact

url

https://victorfont.com/appointments/

name

Appointments

url

https://victorfont.com/resources/

name

Resources

url

https://victorfont.com/looking-speaker/

name

Speakers
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url

https://victorfont.com/articles/

name

Articles

url

https://victorfont.com/tutorials/

name

Tutorials

url

https://victorfont.com/code-snippets/

name

Code Snippets

url

https://victorfont.com/free-plugins/

name

Free Plugins

pot ent ialAct ion
@t ype

SearchAction

t arget
@t ype

EntryPoint

urlTemplat e

https://victorfont.com/?s={s}

query-input
@t ype

PropertyValueSpecification

valueName

s

Sufficient Page Content

Low Impact

Search engines seek pages that contain relevant and unique content that best serves a searcher’s intent. Longer
content has been shown to rank higher in Google's search results.

Based on SERP data from SEMRush, according to a case study of 1 million search
Learn More

results Backlinko found that longer content tends to rank higher in Google's search
results. The average Google first page result contains 1,890 words.
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Keyword Ranking on Page #1

High Impact

When your site shows on the first page of the search engines, it puts your business in front of prospective
customers. This leads to increased visibility, traffic and revenue.

Learn More

Google, for example, is the #1 search engine and it processes nearly 3.5 billion
searches per day!

Accessible to Search Engines

High Impact

To rank in search results, search engines have to be able to access your site—or “crawl” it—to find out what
information is on it. Describing that information is called “indexing.”

You can test your robots.txt file to see if it’s blocking your site from being crawled
Learn More

using Google's Robot.txt Tester. You can also see what Google sees when it tries to
access your website by using the Fetch As Google Tool. When ready you can follow
these directions to have Google crawl your site.

Brand in Page Title

Low Impact

Having your brand or company name in your title tag is an easy way to build brand awareness and help searchers
find your business by name.

If a person is searching for your brand or company, you should have more than a few
Learn More

places where that name or brand is mentioned. That is why we highly recommend
adding the company name at the end of the title tag on your home, about and
contact us pages.

Meta Title & Descriptions

Medium Impact

This search-engine facing text can influence a page’s position in search results. On the results page, it also
provides context to searchers about your page’s topic and focus.

Learn More

When users share your page on social media sharing sites like Facebook and
Google+ the site will show your meta titles & descriptions tags.
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Optimal Page Title Length

Medium Impact

Page titles are an important factor in your search engine position. Note that search engines often only show about
the first 60 characters of your title in their search results.

Recommended
Act ion

Learn More

Limit your meta title length 60 characters or less.

Optimizing it can help boost your search engine rankings.

Keyword Used in Page Title

High Impact

Using a keyword in your title helps search engines associate your page with a topic. Higher search engine
positions are strongly correlated to keyword use here.

Recommended
Act ion

Your most important words (keywords) need to be first in your title tag, with your
least important words being last in the title tag (most to least). Use relevant
keywords and don't duplicate or stuff your title with keywords.

Meta Description Length

Medium Impact

Search engines use this description to describe your page. Its maximum length is usually 156 characters. A good
description can convince more searchers to click on your link.

Keywords in the Meta Description

Medium Impact

Searchers will see the keyword bolded in search engine results page. That will increase your page's prominence
and visibility, and will likely lead to more website clicks.

Tips for writing good description tags:
Keep to a 155 character limit
Recommended
Act ion

Include keywords you want to rank for
Think about your target audience
Unique for every page
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Optimal Use of Keywords in H1 Tags

High Impact

H1 tags can help improve your site’s search engine ranking. They are also a best practice for accessibility, and
help potential visitors determine your page's content.

Recommended
Act ion

Add your primary keyword at least once in your header tags (H1 and H2). Use
variations of it in other titles whenever appropriate.

The H1 tag helps not only with your onsite SEO but it also effectively engage users
Learn More

and captures their attention since it is larger and most often bolder. To adhere to
search engine best practices headlines should contain the relevant keyword target
and be treated with the same importance as title tags.

Your Websit e Headings

Headings
H1

Victor Font Consulting Group, LLC

Subheadings
H2

Digital Business Strategists
Your online business success is our passion!
Main Content
Footer CTA

H3

Just a Few of Our Services…
Accessibility Compliance
Copywriting/eBook Authoring
Digital Strategy Accelerator
GDPR Compliance Monitoring
Site Growth Automation
Social Media Management
Why Us?…
Information Technology Consulting…
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Attract New Customers Automatically for Free!
GET YOUR COPY!

H4

Leadership
Enterprise
Systems

Map & Address

Medium Impact

Listing your address on all your pages and having a Google location map on your contact us page is critical to
showing up in local search engine results.

Keywords in Image Alt Attribute

Low Impact

Using keywords in the alt attribute of an image can boost search rankings slightly—but it can also add value for
sight-impaired users.

Learn More

Correctly describing your images using keywords helps visually impaired people using
a text reader app to browse the web.

Alt Attribute

Medium Impact

This piece of website code is used to tell visually impaired people what an image is about. It can also help search
engines understand why you’re using an image.

You can learn more about what alt tags are, why they are important and how to add
Learn More

them on your site by reading this article from Yoast SEO. Check out their SEO plugin if
your site runs on WordPress.
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Your Google Listing

Medium Impact

Having your site show up on search engines is critical for your business. Your listing needs to tell search engines
and visitors what your website is about.

Google Websit e List ing Preview

Victor Font Consulting Group, LLC > Digital Business Strategists

ht t ps://vict orfont .com
Digit al Business St rat egist s
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Open Graph

Medium Impact

Open graph tags when used on your website allow you to control how and what content shows up when a link
from your site is shared on Social Media sites like Facebook or Twitter.

Learn More

You can learn more about the Open Graph tags and protocol by visiting
http://ogp.me/

Open Graph Result

Victor Font Consulting Group, LLC
We deliver world-class websites, software, and digital business strategies that
produce measurable results!
VICTORFONT.COM

Based on the raw tags, we constructed the f ollowing Open Graph properties
 og:title
 og:description

Victor Font Consulting Group, LLC
We deliver world-class websites, software, and digital business strategies that
produce measurable results!

 og:url

victorfont.com/

 og:image

https://victorfont.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/vfcg-home2.png
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Performance & Security

Your Score:

100

Securing your website builds trust. Slow loading pages are a killer! Make your pages faster. Increasing
your page time can improve your visitor experience and increase your conversion rates.

Browser Caching & Compression

Medium Impact

These technologies make your website pages to load significantly faster. That’s important because of the “threesecond rule”—you’ve only got three seconds to make an impression on your site.

You can learn more about browser caching and page compression by visiting
Learn More

Google's Page Speed Documentation or visiting the GTmetrix Browser caching
knowledgebase.

HTTPS

Medium Impact

Security technology called an SSL certificate protects websites from attacks—and gives visitors confidence that
your site is authentic and trustworthy.

SSL is important because the information you send on the Internet is passed from
Learn More

computer to computer to get to the destination server. If things like credit card
numbers, usernames and passwords, and other sensitive information aren’t
encrypted with SSL, bad actors can more easily steal that data.

Page Speed

High Impact

Every second counts when a visitor is waiting for a page to load—speed influences a visitor's experience on your
site. Page speed also affects your position in the search engines.

Learn More

You can have Google test your page speed by using their Page Speed Insights Tool.
Other popular page performance testing tools are GTmetrix and Pingdom.

Deskt op T est Result s

88/100

Nearly half of all visitors will leave a mobile site if the page
doesn't load within 3 seconds.

DESKTOP SPEED
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Avoid landing page redirect s



Enable compression



Leverage browser caching
Setting an expiry date or a maximum age in the HTTP headers for static resources instructs the browser to
load previously downloaded resources from local disk rather than over the network.



Reduce server response t ime



Minify CSS
Compacting CSS code can save many bytes of data and speed up download and parse times.



Minify HTML



Minify JavaScript
Compacting JavaScript code can save many bytes of data and speed up downloading, parsing, and execution
time.



Eliminat e render-blocking JavaScript and CSS in above-t he-fold cont ent
Your page has 34 blocking script resources and 34 blocking CSS resources. This causes a delay in rendering
your page.



Opt imize images
Properly formatting and compressing images can save many bytes of data.



Priorit ize visible cont ent
Your page requires additional network round trips to render the above-the-fold content. For best performance,
reduce the amount of HTML needed to render above-the-fold content.

Mobile T est Result s

78/100

Nearly half of all visitors will leave a mobile site if the page
doesn't load within 3 seconds.

MOBILE SPEED
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Avoid landing page redirect s



Enable compression



Leverage browser caching
Setting an expiry date or a maximum age in the HTTP headers for static resources instructs the browser to
load previously downloaded resources from local disk rather than over the network.



Reduce server response t ime



Minify CSS



Minify HTML



Minify JavaScript



Eliminat e render-blocking JavaScript and CSS in above-t he-fold cont ent
Your page has 34 blocking script resources. This causes a delay in rendering your page.



Opt imize images



Priorit ize visible cont ent
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List
of
Action
Implement the following recommendations to help your website look better, rank better and most
Items
importantly convert more visitors into customers!

Next Steps To A Successful Website
Task

Priorit y

Recommended Act ion

Conversion Optimization
Online Chat Functionality

Medium

Work with your web designer to implement a chat script like
Olark.com.

SEO / Online Visibility

Keyword Used in Page Title

Optimal Use of Keywords in
H1 Tags

High

Your most important words (keywords) need to be first in your
title tag, with your least important words being last in the title tag
(most to least). Use relevant keywords and don't duplicate or
stuff your title with keywords.

High

Add your primary keyword at least once in your header tags (H1
and H2). Use variations of it in other titles whenever appropriate.

AMP Enabled

Medium

Hire a web professional who can implement AMP on your site.
There are free AMP plugins that make things any easier if you
have a WordPress site.

Optimal Page Title Length

Medium

Limit your meta title length 60 characters or less.
Tips for writing good description tags:

Keywords in the Meta
Description

FB Pixel

Medium

Low

Keep to a 155 character limit
Include keywords you want to rank for
Think about your target audience
Unique for every page
Ask your web designer to add your FB pixel onto your website. If
you use WordPress you can use a plugin like PixelYourSite or
PixelCat.
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Schedule
a
Consultation

THANK YOU

Victor
We appreciate you taking the time to review this audit. Your website's design, content and optimization not only
helps your site rank better but it increases your chances of converting your visitors into leads and customers.
The actionable information in this audit when followed can help you rank better than the competition, get more
traffic and generate more business.
If you are interested in improving your SEO & doubling your website leads. We can help! We’ll share with you the
exact system, philosophy and formula we’ve used to transform hundreds of sites into lead-generating, moneymaking marketing machines in just a matter of weeks — AND for a fraction of the cost you’d normally pay. Please
use the information below to schedule your free consultation.
Thanks,
Victor M. Font Jr.
844-842-3668 | victor@victorfont.com | victorfont.com
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INCREASE YOUR
VISIBILITY &
MULTIPLY YOUR
WEBSITE LEADS!
We can help! We’ll share with you the exact system,
philosophy and formula we’ve used to transform
hundreds of sites into lead-generating, moneymaking marketing machines in just a matter of
weeks — AND for a fraction of the cost you’d
normally pay.
Schedule Your Website Consultation

Or call us now at 844-842-3668

Victor M. Font Jr.
victor@victorfont.com
844-842-3668
victorfont.com

